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This paper describes a real-time multi-camera surveillance system that can be applied to a range of application domains. This
integrated system is designed to observe crowded scenes and has mechanisms to improve tracking of objects that are in close
proximity. The four component modules described in this paper are (i) motion detection using a layered background model, (ii)
object tracking based on local appearance, (iii) hierarchical object recognition, and (iv) fused multisensor object tracking using
multiple features and geometric constraints. This integrated approach to complex scene tracking is validated against a number of
representative real-world scenarios to show that robust, real-time analysis can be performed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes work undertaken on the EU project
AVITRACK. The main aim of this project is to automate the
supervision of commercial aircraft servicing operations on
the ground at airports (in bounded areas known as aprons).
Figure 1 shows apron echo-40 at Toulouse Airport in France.
The servicing operations are monitored from multiple cam-
eras that are mounted on the airport building surrounding
the apron area, each servicing operation is a complex 30-
minute routine involving the interaction between aircraft,
people, vehicles, and equipment.
The full AVITRACK system is presented in Figure 2.
The focus of this paper is on the real-time tracking of the
objects in scene, this tracking is performed in a decen-
tralised multi-camera environment with overlapping fields
of view between the cameras [1]. The output of this—
the scene tracking module—is the predicted physical (i.e.,
real-world) objects in the monitored scene. These objects
are subsequently passed (via a spatiotemporal coherency
filter) to a scene understanding module where the activ-
ities within the scene are recognised. This result is fed—
in real time—to apron managers at the airport. The mod-
ules communicate using the XML standard, which al-
though ineﬃcient allows the system to be eﬃciently inte-
grated. It is imperative that this system must be capable
of monitoring a dynamic environment over an extended
period of time, and must operate in real time (defined
as 12.5 FPS with resolution 720 × 576) on colour video
streams. More details of the complete system are given in
[2].
The tracking of moving objects on the apron has previ-
ously been performed using a top-down model-based ap-
proach [3] although such methods are generally compu-
tationally intensive. On a desktop computer (2 × 3GHz
pentium-4 processors with 2Gb RAM running Suse Linux
9.1) we have found the model-based method to fit one model
in 0.25 seconds. In the AVITRACK system there are 28 dif-
ferent object types which would therefore result in a frame
rate of 0.14 frames per second for tracking a single object. An
alternative approach, bottom-up scene tracking, refers to a
process that comprises the two subprocesses, motion detec-
tion and object tracking; the advantage of bottom-up scene
tracking is that it is more generic and computationally eﬃ-
cient compared to the top-down method.
Motion detection methods attempt to locate connected
regions of pixels that represent the moving objects within the
scene; there are many ways to achieve this including frame-
to-frame diﬀerencing, background subtraction, and motion
analysis (e.g., optical flow) techniques. Background subtrac-
tion methods [4–6] store an estimate of the static scene,
which can be accumulated over a period of observation;
this background model is subsequently applied to find fore-
ground (i.e., moving) regions that do not match the static
scene.
Image-plane-based object trackingmethods take as input
the result from the motion detection stage and commonly
apply trajectory or appearance analysis to predict, associate,






Figure 1: The distribution of equipment around an A320 aircraft
on apron echo-40 at Toulouse Airport, France.
and update previously observed objects in the current time
step. The tracking algorithms have to deal withmotion detec-
tion errors and complex object interactions in the congested
apron area, for example, merging, occlusion, fragmenta-
tion, nonrigid motion, and so forth. Apron analysis presents
further challenges due to the size of the vehicles tracked;
therefore, prolonged occlusions occur frequently throughout
apron operations. The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature
tracker [7] combines a local feature selection criterion with
feature-based matching in adjacent frames; this method has
the advantage that objects can be tracked through partial oc-
clusion when only a subset of the features are visible. To im-
prove the computational eﬃciency of the tracker motion seg-
mentation is not performed globally to detect the objects. In-
stead, the features are used in conjunction with a rule-based
approach to correspond to connected foreground regions; in
this way the KLT tracker simultaneously solves the problems
of data association and tracking without presumption of a
global motion for each object.
The goal of object recognition is to identify at least the
object category and at most the object category, size, and pre-
cise spatial attributes (e.g., orientation, centroid, etc.). In the
latter scenario, model-based methods (e.g., [3]) can be ap-
plied to locate the objects of interest in the scene. An alternate
approach is to train a classifier to distinguish the diﬀerent
object types (e.g., [8]); a major drawback with this approach
is the scalability to classifying multiple objects from multiple
cameras, especially when there areminor diﬀerences between
some object types or when objects appear vastly diﬀerent
under perspective transformations. The challenges faced in
apron monitoring are the quantity (28 categories) and simi-
larity of objects to be classified, for example, the majority of
vehicles have similar appearance and size; therefore, the sim-
ple descriptors used in many visual surveillance algorithms
are likely to fail.
Data fusion combines the tracking data measured by
the individual cameras to maximise the useful information
content of the observed apron. The main challenge of data
fusion for apron monitoring is the tracking of large ob-
jects with significant size, existing methods generally assume
point sources [1] and therefore extra descriptors are required
to improve the association. People entering and exiting vehi-
cles also pose a problem in that the objects are only partially
visible; therefore, they cannot be localised using the ground
plane.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
scene tracking module, this module is responsible for track-
ing the objects in the scene and comprises motion detection,
object tracking, object recognition, and data fusion compo-
nent modules. Section 3 evaluates the performance of each of
these component modules over a range of representative test
sequences. Where appropriate, results are presented for test
sequences that are not from the AVITRACK project, to show
the genericity of the proposed methods.
2. SCENE TRACKING
Figure 3 shows the scene tracking module in the AVIT-
RACK system. This module comprises two distinct stages—
per camera (2D) object tracking and centralised world (3D)
object tracking. The per camera object tracking consists of
motion detection (Section 2.1) to find the moving objects in
the observed scene followed by object tracking in the image
plane of the camera (Section 2.2). The tracked objects are
subsequently classified using a hierarchical object recogni-
tion scheme (Section 2.3). The tracking results from the eight
cameras are then sent to a central server where the multiple
observations are fused into single estimates (Section 2.5). In
this section we detail each step of the scene tracking module.
2.1. Motion detection
The output of a motion detector is connected regions of fore-
ground pixels, which are then used to track objects of in-
terest across multiple frames. For AVITRACK, a total of 16
motion detection algorithms were implemented and quanti-
tatively evaluated on various apron sequences under diﬀer-
ent environmental conditions (sunny conditions, fog, etc.).
The metrics adopted for AVITRACK, the evaluation pro-
cess, and the results obtained are described in more detail
in Section 3.1. Three algorithms (all based on the aforemen-
tioned background subtraction method) were shortlisted in
the evaluation process, as they were found to have acceptable
susceptibility to noise and good detection sensitivity. These
are mixture of Gaussians [9], colour and edge fusion [5], and
colour mean and variance [6]. After taking into account the
evaluation results, the colour mean and variance method was
the final choice for AVITRACK.
The colour mean and variance is a motion detection al-
gorithm that uses the background subtraction technique to
segment foreground objects from the background. A pixel-
wise Gaussian distribution over the normalised RGB colour
space is used for modelling the background.
In order to achieve a real-time frame rate, a coarse-to-
fine quad-tree optimisation technique is used during motion
detection. The image is initially divided into 9×9 pixel blocks
and motion detection using the colour mean and variance
algorithm performed at the corner pixels of each block. If






















Figure 2: The AVITRACK system.























Figure 3: The scene tracking module in the AVITRACK system.
the motion labels of the corner pixels of the block are identi-
cal (either “foreground,” “background,” “shadow,” or “high-
light”), then the whole block of pixels is assigned that partic-
ular label; if any of the corner pixels has a diﬀerent label from
the others, then the block is subdivided into four. The process
is repeated iteratively until the block size becomes 1 pixel or
until a block is found which has the same motion detection
labels for its corners. This optimisation technique provides a
large speed-up in motion detection; the disadvantage is that
moving objects with an area less than 9× 9 pixels are not de-
tected.
2.2. Object tracking
Real-time object tracking can be described as a correspon-
dence problem, and involves finding which object in a video
frame relates to which object in the next frame. Normally, the
time interval between two successive frames is small; there-
fore, interframe changes are limited, thus allowing the use of
temporal constraints and/or object features to simplify the
correspondence problem.
The KLT algorithm [7] is used to track objects in the AVI-
TRACK system, this algorithm considers features to be inde-
pendent entities and tracks each of them individually. There-
fore, it is incorporated into a higher-level tracking process
that groups features into objects, maintains associations be-
tween them, and uses the individual feature tracking results
to track objects, taking into account complex object interac-
tions.
For each objectO, a set of sparse features S is maintained.
|S|—the number of features per object—is determined dy-
namically from the object’s size and a configurable feature
density parameter ρ:
|S| = area(O)|w|2 × ρ, (1)
where |w| is the size of the feature’s window (9 × 9 pixels in
our case). In experiments ρ = 1.0, that is, |S| is the maximal
number of features that can spatially cover object O, without
overlap between the local feature windows.
The KLT tracker takes as input the set of observations
{Mj} identified by the motion detector. Here, an observa-
tionMj is a connected component of foreground pixels, with
the addition of a nearest neighbour spatial filter of clustering
radius rc, that is, connected components with gaps ≤ rc are
considered as one observation. Given such a set of observa-
tions {Mtj} at time t, and the set of tracked objects {Ot−1i } at
t − 1, the tracking process is summarised as follows.
(1) Generate object predictions {Pti} for time t from the
set of known objects {Ot−1i } at t − 1, with the set of
features SPti set to SOt−1i .
(2) Run the KLT algorithm to individually track each local
feature belonging to SPti of each prediction.
(3) Given a set of observations {Mtj} detected by the mo-
tion detector, match predictions {Pti} to observations
by determining to which observation Mtj the tracked
local features of Pti belong.
(4) Any remaining unmatched predictions in {Pti} are
marked as missing observations. Any remaining un-
matched observations in {Mtj} are considered to be
potential new objects.
(5) Detect any matched predictions that have become
temporarily stationary. These are integrated into the
background model of the motion detector as a new
background layer.
(6) Update the state of matched predictions in {Pti} us-
ing a weighted sum with the associated observations
and replace any lost features. The final result is a set of
tracked objects {Oti} at time t. Let t = t + 1 and repeat
step (1).
In step (3), features are used in matching predictions to
their corresponding observations to improve the tracking
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robustness in crowded scenes. This is achieved by analysing
the spatial and motion information of the features. Spa-
tial rule-based reasoning is applied to detect the presence
of merging or splitting foreground regions; in the case of
merged objects the motion of the individual features are ro-
bustly fitted to (predetermined) motion models to estimate
the membership of features to objects. If the motion models
are not distinct or unreliable, then the local states of the fea-
tures are used to update the global states of the merged ob-
jects. The spatial rule-based reasoning is described in more
detail in Section 2.2.1, while the motion-based segmentation
method is described in Section 2.2.2. Section 2.2.3 describes
the technique in step (5), for detecting and handling moving
objects that become temporarily stationary.
2.2.1. Using spatial information of features
This method is based on the idea that if a feature belongs to
object Oi at time t − 1, then the feature should remain spa-
tially within the foreground region of Oi at time t. A match
function is defined which returns the number of tracked fea-
tures w of prediction Pti that reside in the foreground region






) = ∣∣{w : w ∈ SPti , w ∈Mtj
}∣∣. (2)
In the case of an isolated object, (2) should return a nonzero
value for only one (matched) prediction and observation
pairing, ideally with f (Pti ,M
t
j) = |SPti | (i.e., all tracked fea-
tures reside in the observed foreground region). In prac-
tice the match score is rarely this high due to lost or incor-
rectly tracked features. A table of score values returned by
(2) is constructed for all prediction and observation pairs
and a rule-based approach is adopted to determine the as-
sociation between the tracked features from the object pre-
dictions and the newly observed foreground regions. These
three rules determine whether the object is tracked (one-
to-one match between the prediction and observation), split
(one-to-manymatch), or merged (many-to-one match). The
ability to recognise these states allows the tracker to explicitly
handle complex object interactions, for example, by creating
new objects during a split event or predicting object loca-
tions during a merged state. The first rule determines the
ideal matches in the case of spatially disjoint objects, that














) = 0, f (Pti ,Mtl
) = 0, ∀k = i, l = j.
(3)
The second rule determines the case when an object at
time t− 1 splits into several objects when seen at time t. This
occurs when several observation regions match with a single
prediction Pti—in other words, the set of observations is par-
titioned into two subsets: the subsetM1 of observations that




















) = 0, ∀Mtl /∈M1.
(4)
Upon recognition of this case the predicted object is split into
new objects, one for each of the matched observations inM1.
The features of the original prediction Pi are assigned to the
corresponding new object depending on whether they reside
within its observation region or not. In this way, features are
maintained throughout an object splitting event. The result-
ing object with the highest match score is assigned the object
ID of the original prediction.
The third matching rule determines whether multiple
objects are merging into a single foreground region. This oc-




















) = 0, ∀Ptl /∈ P1.
(5)
The merged object case demonstrates the benefits of using
a local feature-based object tracker in that objects can be
tracked during occlusion events, provided that a subset of the
original features can be tracked throughout the merged state.
In a merged foreground region the state of the individual ob-
jects (e.g., position and bounding box) cannot be obtained by
a straightforward update from the observation’s state, since
only one combined (merged) observation is available from
the motion detector. Instead, the known local states of the
tracked features are used to update the global states of the
predictions. The prediction’s new centre is estimated by tak-
ing the average relative motion of its local features from the
previous frame at time t− 1 to the current one. This is based
on the assumption that the average relative motion of the fea-
tures is approximately equal to the object’s global motion—
this may not always be true for nonrigid objects undergoing
large motion, and may also be aﬀected by the aperture prob-
lem due to the small size of the feature windows. The sizes
of the bounding boxes of the predictions are also updated
in order to maximise the coverage of the observation region
by the combined predictions’ bounding boxes. This handles
cases where objects are moving towards the camera while in
a merged state and hence their sizes increase. If not done, the
result is parts of the observation region that are not explained
by any of the predictions.
2.2.2. Using motion information of features
The motion information obtained from tracking the local
features of a prediction Pi is also used in the matching pro-
cess of step (3). Features belonging to an object should fol-
low approximately the same motion (assuming rigid object
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motion). Motion models are fitted to each group of k neigh-
bouring features of Pi. These motion models are then rep-
resented as points in a motion parameter space and cluster-
ing is performed in this space to find the most significant
motion(s) of the object (following the technique presented
in [10]). A weighted list is maintained per object of these
significant motions and the list is updated over time to re-
flect changes in the object’s motion—if amotionmodel gains
confidence, its weight is increased; if a new motion model is
detected, it is added to the list, or replaces an existing lower
probable one.
The motion models are used to diﬀerentiate the features
of merged objects by checking whether a tracked feature be-
longs to one motion model or the other. This allows track-
ing throughmerging/occlusion and the replenishment of lost
features by matching them to existing motion models iden-
tified. The motion models of an object are further used to
identify object splitting events. If a secondary motion be-
comes significant enough and is present for a long time, it
is likely that there may be more than one object contained
within the foreground region and splitting is performed. Al-
though the underlying assumption is of rigid object motion,
the use of a weighted list of motion models should allow for
the identification of the diﬀerent motions for articulated ve-
hicles. Future work will address this issue. Figure 4 gives an
example of the use of weighted motion models.
Two types of motion models have been used for
AVITRACK—aﬃne and translational models. The aﬃne
motion model is generated by solving for
wTt Fwt−N = 0, (6)
where wt and wt−N are the (homogeneous) location vectors
of feature w at time t, t−N , and F is the fundamental matrix













F is obtained through a minimisation process based on eigen
analysis, as described in [10]. The aﬃne motion model is
then represented in terms of 5 motion parameters: vaﬃne =
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θ = α− γ.
(8)
Clustering is performed in the motion parameter space to get
the list of most significant motion models for the object. A
potential weakness with the clustering approach described in
[10] is that the process fits spherical Gaussian models to the
motion parameters, which have diﬀerent scales per dimen-
sion. In practice the technique fits the Gaussians to the dense
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4: (a) Sample frame from Dataset S28-Camera 5 showing
twomerged vehicles: a transporter vehicle moving towards the cam-
era, and a stationary loader vehicle with its platform being raised
upwards. (c) Segmentation of the features of the two vehicles by fit-
ting motion models and clustering: the features of the transporter
are explained by a single motion model, while those of the loader
are explained by two main motion models (a main motion model
with weights 0.68 for the stationary loader and a secondary motion
model with weight 0.26 for the loader’s platform). (b) The motion
models as plotted in the motion parameter space and after perform-
ing clustering.
clusters of significant motion in the space, and the result is
generally suﬃcient to be able to determine any significant
motions present. Figure 4 shows an example of the clusters
and significant motions round in the motion space. The sec-
ond motion model is simply the translational motion in the
image plane:
vtranslational = wt −wt−N . (9)
When tested on AVITRACK sequences, it was found that
perspective and lens distortion eﬀects cause the aﬃnemotion
models to become highly dispersed in the motion parame-
ter space and clustering performs poorly. The translational
model, as can be expected, also suﬀers from these problems
and aﬃne motion eﬀects, but the eﬀect on clustering is less
severe. An example is shown in Figure 5 where the two ob-
jects are extracted from the merged foreground region using
motion clustering with the translational model. This motion




Figure 5: (a) Shows two quasi-stationary persons merged together,
with their features highlighted in yellow and explained by a sin-
gle motion model; (b)–(c) as the person on the left starts moving,
the motion of its features (shown by black vectors) creates a sec-
ondary motionmodel with initially low confidence (shown by black
circles); (d) confidence in the secondary motion model increases
(turning to white circles), until (e) splitting occurs and a new object
is created; (f) the two persons are no longer merged.
“fragmentation” for the translational model is mitigated by
the use of the weighted list of motion models for each object.
At present, the translational model is performing better than
the aﬃne model. Future work will look into improving the
aﬃne model and using perspective motion models.
2.2.3. Stationary objects
For the apron environment, activity tends to happen in con-
gested areas near the aircraft with several vehicles arriving
and stopping for short periods of time in the vicinity of the
aircraft, creating occlusions and object merging problems. To
allow objects to be diﬀerentiated and the tracking of moving
objects in front of stopped objects, the motion detection pro-
cess described in Section 2.1 was extended to include a mul-
tiple background layer technique built upon the work pre-
sented in [11].
The tracker identifies stopped objects by one of two
methods: by analysing object’s regions for connected com-
ponents of foreground pixels which have been labelled as
“motion” for a certain time window; or by checking the in-
dividual motion of local features of an object. The accu-
racy of the second method depends on the sparseness of the
features, and hence on the density parameter ρ introduced in
Section 2.2. Stationary objects are integrated into the motion
detector’s background model as diﬀerent background layers.
This technique is similar in spirit to the temporal lay-
ers method described by Collins et al. [8], except that their
method works on a pixelwise level, using intensity transi-
tion profiles of pixels to classify them as “stationary” or
“transient.” This is then combined with pixel clustering to
form moving or stationary regions. This method performed
poorly when applied to AVITRACK sequences, mainly due to
stationary objects becoming fragmented into many layers as
the duration of objects remaining stationary increases. This
results in diﬀerent update rates to the layers and incorrect re-
activation once an object starts moving again. In the case of
AVITRACK, the aircraft can remain stationary for up to half
an hour—it is imperative that the object remains consistent
throughout this time, its background layer gets updated uni-
formly, and it is reactivated as a whole. The method adopted
for AVITRACK (based on [11]) works at the region level and
is handled by the tracker rather than at the motion detection
phase, where themotion information of the local features can
provide robust information on an object’s motion. This use
of region-level analysis helps to reduce the creation of a large
number of background layers caused by noise.
The stationary object detection method was improved to
take into account cases where the majority of the object is
stationary except for a subregion (e.g., a person emerges from
a vehicle while it is slowing down to a stop). This relaxation
of the stationary object detection criteria allows the handling
of partial motion as illustrated in Figure 6.
The relaxation of the stationary object detection crite-
ria, and the use of background layers in general, can result
in ghosts (false positives) being detected when part of the
background is uncovered. A method based on the movement
density, that is, the average change in a region, is used to de-
tect such ghosts. Figure 7 illustrates the use of a multilayered
background model to distinguish overlapping objects. The
matching of predictions to observations described in Sec-
tions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 then takes into account the interaction
that occurs between objects that become temporarily station-
ary and moving objects.
2.2.4. Object confidence
To improve reasoning in later modules, we introduce an ob-
servability confidence measure that the image-plane obser-
vation represents the entire object (i.e., it is unoccluded,
unclipped, etc.). The object confidence is aﬀected by the
observability of the object when it is undergoing occlusion
and/or clipping, clipping occurs at the image borders when
objects enter/exit the scene. Objects with “low” confidence
are partially visible and as such will generally have reduced
localisation accuracy as well as related problems such as re-
duced classification accuracy, and so forth. The resulting
confidence value is used to improve the robustness to “low”
confidence observations in the data fusion module by reduc-
ing the influence of these relative to the more reliable obser-
vations.
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Figure 6: (a)–(d) Several frames showing a conveyor belt vehicle coming to rest, while its driver remains in motion and the vehicle exits;
(e)–(h) show the pixels labelled as foreground by the motion detector (in black); (i)–(l) the foreground pixels detected as nonstationary are
shown in black; (m)–(p) the object’s part in motion is shown in black, while the stationary part of the object is shown in grey. In (o), the
driver is separated from the vehicle object, but due to problems with the update of the background model, it can be seen that a temporary
ghost is created in (d).




Figure 7: (a) Frame 2352 of sequence S3-A320 showing overlap-
ping stationary and moving objects. The bounding boxes of sta-
tionary objects are shown as dotted lines; for moving objects, their
bounding boxes consist of solid lines. (b) The basic (full image)
background layer. Other background layers (in order of creation)
representing stationary objects: (c) the aircraft, (d) aircraft door, (e)
aircraft door shadow, and (f) partially visible conveyor-belt vehicle.
The confidence measure for an object ψOi ∈ [0, 1] is es-
timated as ψOi = ψoψc where ψo is the estimated confidence
that the object is unoccluded and ψc is the estimated confi-
dence that the object is unclipped. If an object is occluded
(i.e., in a merged state) ψo = 0.5, otherwise ψo = 1.0. ψc
is estimated using the bounding boxes of the object and the
image. If the bounding box of the object is touching or out-
side the border of the image, then ψc = 0.0, since the ob-
ject is likely to be clipped. If the object bounding box edges
are no closer than n (= 25) pixels from the image border,
then ψc = 1.0, since the object is likely to be unclipped. Be-
tween these two cases a linear ramp function is used to scale
ψc between 0.0 and 1.0 based on the proximity of the object
bounding box edges to the image border.
2.3. Object recognition
To eﬃciently recognise the people and vehicles on the apron,
the key issue faced in recognising such objects is the quan-
tity of potential categories (28) and the interclass similarity
(e.g., many vehicles have similar size and appearance). Due to
these issues 2D-descriptor-based bottom-up classifiers (e.g.,
[8]) are diﬃcult to apply, and suﬀer further due to the re-
quirement of training the classifier on all camera views. In
the AVITRACK project a hierarchical classification proce-
dure is applied to use simple 2D descriptors to categorise
objects into broad higher-level categories (people, ground
vehicle, aircraft, or equipment) and then to use a compu-
tationally intensive top-down model-based classifier to cat-
egorise the type of ground vehicle. The top-down classifier is
only applied if the bottom-up stage recognises the object as
a “ground vehicle.” This hierarchical combination achieves a
balance between eﬃciency and accuracy not available to the
individual classifiers.
As stated previously, the first stage categorises the higher-
level types of object that are expected to be found on the
apron (people, ground vehicle, aircraft, or equipment). This
is achieved using a bottom-up Gaussian mixture model clas-
sifier trained on eﬃcient descriptors such as 3D width, 3D
height, dispersedness, and aspect ratio; the separation of the
higher-level classes is such that the training procedure can
be performed globally over all cameras. This eﬃcient classi-
fication stage was inspired by the work of Collins et al. [8],
where simple descriptors were also applied to categorise dis-
tinct classes of object. However, this work did not attempt
any finer-level classification (e.g., type of car) where the 2D
descriptors would be inadequate.
To improve the finer-level classification of ground vehi-
cles (many of which are similar in size and appearance) a so-
phisticated (and computationally intensive) top-down classi-
fication stage was required. This stage builds upon previous
work in top-downmodel-based tracking [3, 12] to categorise
objects by fitting textured 3D models to the detected objects
in the scene.
Detailed 3D appearance models were constructed for the
vehicles and encoded using the “facet model” description
language introduced in [3]. The model fit at a particular
world point is evaluated by back-projecting the 3D model
into the image and performing normalised cross-correlation
(NCC) of the facets’ appearance model with the correspond-
ing image locations. To find the best fit for a model, the SIM-
PLEX algorithm is used to find the pose with best score in
the search space, assuming the model’s movements are con-
strained to be on the ground plane. See Figure 8 for an ex-
ample. The initial pose of the 3D model (x0, y0, θ0) used to
initialise the search is estimated from the centroid of the ob-
ject (projected on to the ground plane) and its direction of
motion. The x, y range in the search space is estimated from
the image-plane bounding box of the object when projected
on to the ground plane; while the θ search range is currently
restricted to θ0 + / − 15 degrees.
In the computation of the evaluation score for a model,
weighting functions are used to combine the NCC scores e( j)
of each visible facet j. The first weight wa takes into account
the angle between the camera’s optical axis CA and the facet’s
normal FN; this smooths out any discontinuities in the eval-
uation surface that arise when facets suddenly come into view
as themodel is rotated.While the second weightwb takes into
account the facet’s visible area compared to the total visible














Figure 8: (a) Frame of sequence S21 showing a transporter vehicle. (b) Edge-based and appearance-based 3D model for the transporter
vehicle. (c) The appearancemodel fitted to the vehicle, with the ground-plane (x, y) search area shown in blue. (d) x-, y-slice of the evaluation
score surface in the (x, y, θ) search space.























e( j)wa( j)wb( j)
]
∑
facet j wa( j)wb( j)
. (12)
While 3D model fitting performs quite well with few false
matches, it is computationally intensive; this is solved by run-
ning the algorithm on a background (threaded) process to
the main (bottom-up) tracking system and updating the ob-
ject classification when it is available; a processing queue is
used to synchronise the two methods together. For apron
monitoring the subtype category only becomes important
when a vehicle enters specific spatial zones near the aircraft;
the time between a vehicle entering the scene and entering
such a zone is generally adequate to perform model-based
categorisation at least once for each object. Running the clas-
sifier as a background process means that the object location
and orientation are measured for a previous frame, thus cre-
ating a latency in object localisation—this is a compromise
required to achieve real-time performance. This problem is
corrected by applying an eﬃcient object localisation strategy
described in the following section.
The computational performance of the object recogni-
tion module was profiled for the test sequence S21-Camera
7, containing people and vehicles interacting on the apron
area. Many of the modules (including categorisation) are
threaded, therefore the performance was measured at the
scene tracking module level to give meaningful timing in-
formation (including colour mean and variance motion de-
tection and KLT-based tracking). During the tests the sys-
tem was configured to read and write using the hard drive
(as opposed to network-based communication) and had the
visualisation/GUI activated. Whilst this is not the system in
the fastest configuration, relative comparison of the diﬀerent
classifier performance is still valid. The tests were performed
using a desktop workstation with 2× 3GHz pentium-4 pro-
cessor and 2Gb RAM, running Suse Linux 9.1.
It was found that using the bottom-up classifier alone
achieved a scene tracking module average frame rate of
6.88 fps±3.73. The top-down classifier alone achieved an av-
erage frame rate of 6.058 fps ± 3.78. Finally, the hierarchical
classifier achieved an average frame rate of 6.36 fps ± 3.74.
These results demonstrate that the computational perfor-
mance of the hierarchical classifier lies between the faster
bottom-up and slower top-down classifiers while retain-
ing the classification ability of both classifiers. Section 3.3
presents categorisation performance results for the object
recognition module.
2.4. Object localisation
The localisation of an object in the context of visual surveil-
lance generally relates to finding a location in the world co-
ordinates that is most representative of that object. This is
commonly taken to be the centre of gravity of the object on
the ground plane and it is this definition that we adopt here.
With accurate classification and detection, the localisation of
vehicles in the 3D world can be reduced to a 2D geometrical
problem. For state-of-the-art algorithms accurate classifica-
tion and detection is not reliable enough to apply such prin-
cipled methods with confidence. For the AVITRACK project
we therefore devised a simple, but eﬀective, vehicle locali-
sation strategy that gives adequate performance over a wide
range of conditions. The cameras are spatially registered us-
ing coplanar calibration to define common “world” coordi-
nates, this allows image coordinates to bemapped to ground-
plane (i.e., z = 0) locations in world coordinates.
The first step of the strategy is to use the object recog-
nition result to categorise the detected objects as person or
nonperson. The motivation behind this is that people gener-
ally have a negligible depth compared to vehicles and hence
a diﬀerent strategy is required to locate each type. For the
person class of objects the location is taken to be the bottom
centre of the bounding box of the detected object, this lo-
cation estimate for people is commonplace in visual surveil-
lance systems.
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Figure 9: Detected object locations (red circles) shown for 3 vehi-
cles in the near-, mid-, and far-field of Camera 5 for sequence S4.
For vehicles localisation many researchers arbitrarily
choose the centroid of the bounding box or detected fore-
ground pixels to locate the object in the world. This method
has the drawback that for objects further away from the cam-
era the bottom of the bounding box is a better approxima-
tion of the object location than the centroid. To alleviate this
problem we compute the angle made between the camera
and the object to estimate an improved location. For a cam-
era lying on the ground plane the location of the object will
be reasonably proximal to the bottom centre of the bound-
ing box, whereas for an object viewed directly overhead the
location of the object will be closer to the measured centre of
the bounding box.
Using this observation we formulated a smooth function
to estimate the position of the centroid using the (2D) an-
gle to the object. Taking α to be the angle measured between
the camera and the object, the proportion p of the vertical
bounding box height (where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1/2) was estimated
as p = 1/2(1 − exp(−λa)), the parameter λ was determined
experimentally (≡ ln(2)/(0.15× 1/2π)) to provide good per-
formance over a range of test data. The vertical estimate of
the object location was therefore taken to be ylo + (p × h)
where ylo is the bottom edge of the bounding box and h is
the height of the bounding box. The horizontal estimate of
the object location wasmeasured as the horizontal centre line
of the bounding box, since this is generally a reasonable esti-
mate. Examples of estimated vehicle centroids are shown in
Figure 9, it can be seen that the estimate is closer to the actual
object location than simply using the centroid of the bound-
ing box. In practice this localisation is adequate for many ve-
hicle types, however, for elongated (i.e., long/tall) vehicles the
localisation strategy may be less accurate. The measurement
noise in the data fusion module (detailed in the next section)
can be increased to account for this possible inaccuracy, al-
lowing greater uncertainty in the localisation of the objects
to improve the association of such vehicles.
2.5. Data fusion
The method applied for data fusion is based on a discrete
nearest neighbour Kalman filter approach [1] with a constant
velocity model. The main challenge in apron monitoring re-
lates to the matching of tracks to observations in crowded
regions, which require extra descriptors to be applied to dif-
ferentiate the diﬀerent objects. This problem is not solved
by a probabilistic filter; therefore, the simpler determinis-
tic filter is suﬃcient as the basis for the proposed algo-
rithm. The (synchronised) cameras are spatially registered
using coplanar calibration to define common “world” coor-
dinates.
The data association step associates existing track pre-
dictions with the per camera measurements. In the nearest
neighbour filter the nearest match within a validation gate
is determined to be the sole observation for a given camera.
For multiple tracks viewed from multiple sensors the nearest
neighbour filter is as follows.
(1) For each track, obtain the validated set of measure-
ments per camera.
(2) For each track, associate the nearest neighbour per
camera.
(3) Fuse associated measurements into a single measure-
ment using intersection of the measurement uncer-
tainties.
(4) Kalman filter update of each track state with the fused
measurement.
(5) Intersensor association of remaining measurements to
form candidate tracks.
The validated set of measurements are extracted using
a validation gate [1]; this is applied to limit the potential
matches between existing tracks and observations. In previ-
ous tracking work the gate generally represents the uncer-
tainty in the spatial location of the object; in apron anal-
ysis this strategy often fails when large and small objects
are interacting in close proximity on the congested apron,
the uncertainty of the measurement is greater for larger
objects; hence, using spatial proximity alone larger objects
can often be misassociated with the small tracks. To cir-
cumvent this problem we have extended the validation gate
to incorporate velocity and category information, allowing
greater discrimination when associating tracks and observa-
tions.
The observed measurement is a 7D vector:
Z = [x, y, x˙, y˙,P(p),P(v),P(a)]T , (13)
where P(·) is the probability estimate that the object is one
of three main taxonomic categories (p = person, v = ve-
hicle, a = aircraft). This extended gate allows objects to be
validated based on spatial location, motion, and category,
which improves the accuracy in congested apron regions.
The eﬀective volume of the gate is determined by a thresh-
old τ on the normalised innovation squared distance be-
tween the predicted track states and the observed measure-
ments:
d2t (i, j) =
[




HX̂−t (i)− Zt( j)
]
, (14)
where St = HP̂−t (i)HT + Rt( j) is the innovation covari-
ance between the track and the measurement; this takes the
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For the kinematic terms the predicted state uncertainty
P̂−t is taken from the Kalman filter and constant a priori esti-
mates are used for the probability terms. Similarly, the mea-
surement noise covariance R is estimated for the kinematic
terms by propagating a nominal image plane uncertainty
into the world coordinate system using themethod presented
in [13]. Measurement noise for the probability terms is deter-
mined a priori. An appropriate gate threshold can be deter-
mined from tables of the chi-square distribution [1].
Matched observations are combined to find the fused es-
timate of the object, this is achieved using covariance inter-
section. This method estimates the fused uncertainty R f for
Ni matched observations as a weighted summation:
R f =
(
w1R−11 + · · · +wNiR−1Ni
)−1
, (16)
where wm = w′m/
∑Ni
n=1 w′n and w′m = ψcm are the confidence
of the mth associated observation (made by camera c) es-
timated using the method in Section 2.2. The measurement
vector Z f of the fused estimate is computed as [14]
Z f = R f
(
w1R−11 Z1 + · · · +wNiR−1Ni ZNi
)
. (17)
The fused estimate ground-plane location (x, y) is retained
from the vector Z f . This location estimate is used to update
the state vector (containing location and velocity) of the as-
sociated track using the Kalman filter. The overall confidence
of the fused object is estimated as (
∑Ni
n=1 w′n)/Nx,y where Nx,y
is the number of cameras that contain the ground-plane lo-
cation (x, y) in their respective image planes. In lieu of an ex-
plicit scene model this confidence is premultiplied by a scal-
ing factor to account for the fact that not all cameras have
unoccluded views of the ground-plane location.
To estimate the observed category information for each
tracked object the category estimates for all associated obser-
vations are averaged, weighted by the confidence of the ob-
servation. The estimated category information for each ob-
ject is filtered in an α-β IIR filter of the form E+ = αE−+(1−
α)F where E− is the previous estimate of the category vector,
F is the category vector estimated from the associated obser-
vations, and E+ is the updated (filtered) estimated category
vector.
If tracks are not associated using the extended validation
gate, the requirements are relaxed such that objects with in-
accurate velocity or category measurements can still be asso-
ciated. Remaining unassociated measurements are fused into
new tracks, using a validation gate between observations to
constrain the association and fusion steps. Ghost tracks with-
out supporting observations are terminated after a predeter-
mined period of time (during which the track state is esti-
mated using the Kalman filter prediction). To track objects
that cannot be located on the ground plane we have extended
the tracker to perform epipolar data association (based on
the method presented in [13]).
The data fusion module is followed in the AVITRACK
system by a scene coherency module (see Figure 2). This
module uses spatial and temporal reasoning to link the iden-
tities of diﬀerent tracks that represent the same physical ob-
ject. A physical object may be represented by more than one
track due to tracking errors caused by spatial fragmentation,
occlusion, or poor camera coverage, etc. The output coher-
ent tracks from this module are subsequently used as input
to the scene understanding module.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The evaluation methodology characterises the performance
of the subcomponents of the scene tracking module. This
evaluation is performed on a set of representative test data,
the evaluation of the components strongly depends on the
choice of the video sequences. We have chosen video datasets
containing realistic conditions for an objective evaluation.
The evaluation of the scene tracking module is organ-
ised as follows: the motion detection module evaluation pro-
cedure and results are presented in Section 3.1. The ob-
ject tracking module is evaluated in Section 3.2. The object
recognition procedure is evaluated in Section 3.3. The accu-
racy of the object localisation is presented in Section 3.4, and
finally the data fusion module is evaluated in Section 3.5.
3.1. Motion detection results
The evaluation of motion detection is performed using the
methodology presented by Aguilera et al. [15], this is based
on the object-level evaluation methodology of Correia and
Pereira [16]. The quality of motion segmentation can in
principle be described by two characteristics. Namely, the
spatial deviation from the reference segmentation, and the
fluctuation of spatial deviation over time. In this evaluation,
however, we concentrate on the evaluation of spatial segmen-
tation characteristics. That is, we will investigate the capabil-
ity of the error metrics listed below to describe the spatial
accuracy of motion segmentations.
(i) False detection rates
The normalised false negative rate (fnr) and false positive
rate (fpr) metrics are based on pixelwise mismatches between
ground truth and observations in a frame [17],
fnr = NFN
NTP +NFN
, fpr = NFP
NFP +NTN
, (18)
where NFN and NFP denote the number of false negative and
false positive pixels, respectively. NTN and NTP are the num-
ber of true negatives and true positives.
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(ii) Misclassification penalty
The obtained segmentation is compared to the reference
mask on an object-by-object basis; misclassified pixels are pe-
nalised by their distances from the reference objects border
[18],





















FP stand for the distances of the jth false neg-
ative and kth false positive pixels from the contour of the ref-
erence segmentation. The normalised factor D is the sum of
all pixel-to-contour distances in a frame.
(iii) Rate of misclassifications
The average normalised distance of detection errors from the
contour of a reference object is calculated using [19]



















NFN and NFP denote the number of false negative and false
positive pixels, respectively. Ddiag is the diagonal distance
within the frame.
(iv) Weighted quality measure
This measure quantifies the spatial discrepancy between es-
timated and reference segmentation as the sum of weighted
eﬀects of false positive and false negative pixels [20],























N is the area of the reference object in pixels. Following
the argument that the visual importance of false positives
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Figure 10: Weighting functions for false positives and false nega-
tives.
and false negatives is not the same, and thus they should be
treated diﬀerently, the weighting functions wFP andwFN were
introduced:
wFP(dFP) = B1 + B2
dFP + B3
,
wFN(dFN) = C · dFN.
(25)
In our work, we used the parameters B1 = 19, B2 =
−178.125, B3 = 9.375, and C = 2, resulting in the weight-
ing functions shown in Figure 10. One can see that missing
(false negative) pixels gain more importance with increasing
distance than added foreground pixels. Thus, our weight-
ing favours algorithms which provide larger foreground es-
timates over more conservative ones. Naturally, the choice of
weighting functions depends on the targeted application. See
[21, 22] for examples.
We evaluate three diﬀerent motion detection algorithms
on airport’s apron datasets using the presented methodol-
ogy and metrics. The algorithms used in the evaluation are
the colour and edge fusion (CEF) [5], mixture of Gaussians
(MoG) [9], and colour mean and variance (CMV) [6]. All
these algorithms are based on the background subtraction
method for moving object detection.
Representative apron sequences acquired under a wide
range of disturbing conditions have been chosen. The se-
quences are as follows.
S3-Camera 2
The sequence shows an aircraft parking on the apron. More-
over it contains individuals and vehicles such as conveyor
belts, transporters with dollies, and a stair vehicle working
on maintenance tasks. Strong shadows, occlusions, and illu-
mination changes are presented in the scene.
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Figure 11: (Clockwise from top-left) the manually created ground truth and the detection results for the CEF, MoG, and CMV algorithms
for frame 5814 taken from Dataset S21-Camera 7. The apparent increased noise (grey blocks, representing highlights and/or shadow) in the
CMV result is due to the multiresolution implementation of this background subtraction algorithm.
S4-Camera 5
A tanker and a service vehicle move across the apron. A
ground power unit (GPU) parks in the maintenance area and
a person leaves the GPU. The sequence presents strong shad-
ows and illumination changes.
S5-Camera 5
Three individuals walk around the apron while a transporter
and a GPU park in the maintenance area. The sequence con-
tains reflections either caused by liquid on the ground or by
the paint on the ground.
S8-Camera 6
A GPU enters in the scene and two individuals walk on the
apron. The sequence presents in close-up a transporter with
dollies in movement. As a night sequence, the vehicle lamps
produce large reflections on the ground.
S21-Camera 7
The sequence contains individuals walking on the apron. Ve-
hicles in movement such as a GPU, a tanker, a catering vehi-
cle, and service vehicles are shown. Shadows are presented in
the scene.
S26-Camera 6
A group of individuals walking and a conveyo belt in move-
ment are shown. An aircraft starts its departure. The scene
contains shadows.
Sequences S3, S4, and S5 were acquired on a sunny day.
S8 is a night sequence whereas both S21 and S26 include the
presence of fog. All of the sequences are stored at a size of
720×576 pixels, and at a frame rate of 12.5. From each of the
sequences has been extracted a subsequence of twenty frames
in length. A total of six datasets are used in the evaluation
for which ground truth motion images have been manually
generated for the twenty frames.
In Figure 11 a sample image from Dataset S21, showing
five moving objects (aircraft, car, transporter, GPU, and a
pedestrian), is given. Results of the segmentation process are
shown in Figure 11. All motion detectors are robust against
illumination changes. Strong shadows are detected as part
of the mobile objects, and fragmentation is present in some
objects (e.g., the aircraft) due to appearance similarity be-
tween background and foreground objects. It is noted that
the CEF algorithm generates some false positive detections
around the stationary vehicle close to the pedestrian due to
sensitivity of the gradient estimatation to noise, preventing
the whole vehicle being detected as a stationary object.
At first fpr and fnr (error rates, ER) were calculated for
the ground truth frames in Dataset S21. It is desirable to
have a false positive/negative rate approaching 0%. The re-
sults of this evaluation are given in Figure 12. The motion
detectors present a false negative rate between 38% and 44%,
which is higher than expected. The high false negative rate
appears to be due to the similarity in appearance between
the background and foreground objects (especially when the
foreground objects are not in direct sunlight, which increases
the similarity). Both the false positive and false negative rates
appear to be in the same order of magnitude for the three
algorithms, which confirms the visual similarity observed in
the results in Figure 11.
In addition, the weighted quality measure QMS, the mis-
classification penalty MP, and the rate of misclassifications
RM were computed separately for each object in Dataset S21
(see Figure 13). We computed the overall object-based seg-
mentation quality as an average of the individual object’s seg-
mentation errors. At frame one three moving objects are in
the scene (aircraft, car, and transporter). A GPU and a pedes-
trian enter in the scene after five and eight frames, respec-
tively. Such objects produce lower individual QMS and MP
error than the aircraft, car, or transporter segmentation er-
rors (see Figures 13(d), 13(e), 13(f) and 13(g), 13(h), 13(i)).
This is reflected in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) which show the
decrease in overall QMS and MP at frames five and eight.
For the selected dataset the evaluation of the rate of misclas-
sifications RM (see Figure 13(c)) provides less stable results.
This can be explained by its sensitivity with respect to certain
types of segmentation errors. The RM computes the aver-
age distance of misclassified pixels from the reference object’s
contour. Therefore, already a small number of erroneous pix-
els can produce a relatively high error rate. The MP error
metric generates a considerable larger segmentation error for
the transporter than in the other objects (see Figures 13(g),
13(h), 13(i)). This is due to the fact that the transporter
produces a large false negative/positive error compared to the















































Figure 12: (a) false positive and (b) false negative error rates versus
number of frames for Dataset S21.
other object’s size. It can be explained by its penalisation of
misclassified pixels with respect to their distances from the
reference object border.
The performance results of the motion detectors on all
tested datasets are presented in Table 1. False positives and
negatives of QMS,MP, and RM error metrics were computed
for each object and averaged per frame. Furthermore, fpr
and fnr (ER) were calculated for whole frames. CMV pro-
duces the best false negative error results (for all metrics)
on sequences S4-Cam5, S5-Cam5, S8-Cam6 (not for RM)
and S26-Cam6 (not for fnr). All motion detectors provide
similar results in front of illumination changes and shadows
(see S3-Cam2 and S4-Cam5 results). A high amount of false
negatives is produced by the motion detectors on the night
sequence S8-Cam6. CMV and MoG produce the best false
positive error results on the sequences with the presence of
fog (see S21-Cam7 and S26-Cam6 results).
In conclusion, the CMV algorithm was found to give the
“best” results for the selected datasets and performance met-
rics. The CMV motion detection algorithm is therefore se-
lected as the input module to the object tracking component.
3.2. Object tracking results
To evaluate the performance of the local feature tracking
method two apron datasets were chosen, both were acquired
under a range of disturbing conditions. The first sequence is
S21-Camera 7: (2400 frames), this was used in the motion
detection evaluation and contains the presence of fog. The
second sequence is the following.
S28-Camera 5
(1200 frames) a crowded scene containing many objects in-
teracting within close proximity near the aircraft, this se-
quence was acquired on a sunny day.
The datasets have been manually annotated using ViPER
annotation tool [4]. ViPER (video performance evaluation
resource) is a semiautomatic framework designed to facilitate
and accelerate the creation of ground truth image sequences
and evaluate performance of algorithms. The ViPER’s perfor-
mance evaluation tool has been used to compare the result
data of the local feature tracking method with the ground
truth in order to generate data describing the success or fail-
ure of the performance analysis. At first, the evaluation tool
attempts to match tracked objects (TO) to ground truth ob-
jects (GTO) counting objects as matches when the following
metric distance is less than a given threshold,












where ti and gi define the bounding box of the tracked ob-
jects and ground truth objects at frame i, respectively. Once
the tracked and ground truth objects have beenmatched true
positives, false negative and false positive objects are counted
and summed up over the chosen frames. The following met-
rics defined by Black et al. [23] were used to characterise the
tracking performance:
(i) tracker detection rate (TRDR): TPt/(TPt + FNt);
(ii) false alarm rate (FAR): FPt/(TPt + FPt);
(iii) track detection rate (TDR): TPo/(TPo + FNo);
(iv) track fragmentation (TF): number of TO matched to
GTO.
Where TP, FN, and FP are either the total number t or the
number for object o of true positives, false negatives, and
false positives, respectively. The TRDR and the FAR met-
rics characterise the performance of the tracker. The TDR
metric determines the completeness of individual ground
truth objects. The TF metric determines the number of ob-
ject label changes. It is desiderable to have a TF value of one.






















































































































































































































































































Figure 13: Average and individual object segmentation errors for Dataset S21; (a), (b), (c) average QMS, MP, and RM object-based seg-
mentation errors of the motion detectors; (d), (e), (f) QMS individual object segmentation error of CEF, MoG, and CMV; (g), (h), (i) MP
individual object segmentation error of CEF, MoG, and CMV; (j), (k), (l) RM individual object segmentation error of CEF, MoG, and CMV.
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Table 1: Average per-frame performance results of the motion detection algorithms for all apron datasets.
S3-Cam2 S4-Cam5 S5-Cam5 S8-Cam6 S21-Cam7 S26-Cam6
FP FN FP FN FP FN FP FN FP FN FP FN
QMS-CEF 5.517 1.576 4.674 1.324 4.636 0.445 1.898 10.74 12.37 4.501 1.45 0.849
QMS-MoG 4.653 2.888 4.621 1.407 4.534 0.551 1.901 16.49 2.454 6.237 0.716 2.089
QMS-CMV 4.843 2.026 4.632 1.199 4.905 0.392 3.28 6.61 2.902 5.727 0.527 1.182
MP-CEF 6.3e-4 5.5e-5 4.44e-4 4.5e-5 4.4e-5 2.3e-6 1.1e-3 2.1e-3 3.7e-4 3.6e-4 4.5e-5 1.4e-5
MP-MoG 5.93e-4 9.7e-5 4.41e-4 4.8e-5 5.3e-5 2.9e-6 4.5e-4 3.7e-3 2.6e-4 3.7e-4 2.8e-5 3.3e-5
MP-CMV 5.95e-4 6.8e-5 4.43e-4 3.9e-5 5.9e-5 2.1e-6 2.1e-3 1.4e-3 3.1e-4 3.3e-4 1.6e-5 1.3e-5
RM-CEF 4.53e-3 1.06e-2 5.4e-3 1.13e-2 2.44e-3 8.1e-3 1.63e-2 0.013 8.8e-3 8.1e-3 3.7e-3 3.8e-3
RM-MoG 4.94e-3 1.11e-2 5.3e-3 1.15e-2 2.43e-3 8.2e-3 1.75e-2 0.011 8.5e-3 6.6e-3 3.6e-3 3.2e-3
RM-CMV 4.51e-3 1.09e-2 5.1e-3 1e-2 2.16e-3 8e-3 1.62e-2 0.017 8.2e-3 0.011 1.8e-3 2.7e-3
ER-CEF 1.72e-2 0.171 1.98e-2 0.131 7.2e-3 0.076 0.031 0.375 0.032 0.232 0.01 0.09
ER-MoG 1.57e-2 0.276 1.91e-2 0.139 5.7e-3 0.092 0.03 0.564 0.018 0.375 5.2e-3 0.228
ER-CMV 1.58e-2 0.213 1.93e-2 0.121 6.5e-3 0.075 0.046 0.243 0.021 0.325 2.5e-3 0.184
(a) (b)
Figure 14: The results obtained from the local feature-based tracking algorithm. Image (a) has been chosen from S21-Cam7 and image (b)
from S28-Cam5.
Representative results of the local feature tracking method
are presented in Figure 14. Strong shadows are detected and
tracked as part of the mobile objects such as the tanker from
S21-Cam7 and the transporter with containers from S28-
Cam5 (see Figures 14(a), 14(b)). In Figure 14(a) a person
(at the bottom on the right side) leaves the ground power
unit (GPU) and in Figure 14(b) a container is unloaded from
the aircraft. Both objects produce a ghost which remains be-
hind the previous object position. If an object is stationary
for an extended period of time it is deemed to be part of the
static scene model and the background layer is flattened (i.e.,
merged) with the lowest level background layer. This oper-
ation is performed to prevent the build-up of large num-
bers of objects in the layered background representation over
extended time periods, which would increase the likelihood
of incorrect object reactivation. When such objects start to
move again, ghosts are created when the background behind
the moving object becomes uncovered. Furthermore, ghosts
are produced when parts of the background start moving
(e.g., objects in the scene when the tracking system is ini-
tialised). Objects in the scene such as the container from
Figure 14(b) are partially detected due to the similarity in ap-
pearance between the background and foreground objects.
At first, the track detection rate TDR and the track frag-
mentation TF were computed separately for each ground
truth object. The results of the performance evaluation are
given in Table 2 for sequence S21-Cam7 (eighteen GTO) and
in Table 3 for S28-Cam5 (eight GTO). Two ground truth ob-
jects were not matched to tracked objects (see Table 2, ob-
ject 17 and 18). These two objects were partially detected
due to their colour similarity with the background. Most of
the objects from sequence S21-Cam7 present a track detec-
tion rate between 92% and 99%. All ground truth objects
from sequence S28-Cam5 (see Table 3) have beenmatched to
tracked objects. S28-Cam5 also contains several dynamic oc-
clusions causing tracked object label changes, this increases
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Table 2: Individual object performance results for the local feature tracking algorithm for S21-Cam7.
Object 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
TP 333 94 33 426 944 166 391 77 125 108 143 209 116 124 113 33 0 0
FN 3 5 10 19 2 6 32 6 32 7 6 4 9 7 3 10 310 65
TDR 0.99 0.95 0.83 0.96 0.99 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.80 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.77 0 0
TF 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 0
Table 3: Individual object performance results for the local feature
tracking algorithm for S28-Cam5.
Object 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
TP 289 551 827 601 274 200 207 72
FN 0 17 10 6 54 10 11 0
TDR 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.83 0.95 0.95 1.00
TF 3 2 3 2 3 3 1 1
Table 4: Performance results of the local feature tracker.
Dataset TP FP FN TRDR FAR
S21-Cam7 3435 275 536 0.87 0.07
S28-Cam5 3021 588 108 0.97 0.16
the track fragmentation rate TF in Table 3 since more than
one tracked object is found for the ground-truth objects 1–6.
In addition, the tracker detection rate TRDR and the false
alarm rate FAR were calculated for whole frames. The results
of this evaluation are given in Table 4. The presence of fog in
S21-Cam7 together with the similarity in object appearances
cause a considerable number of false negatives provoking the
decrease in TRDR (87%). S28-Cam5 contains ghosts and re-
flections causing the increase in FAR (16%).
3.2.1. General tracking results
To review the generality of the motion detection and track-
ing algorithms (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) we applied the per cam-
era object tracker to other visual surveillance domains. The
result of this can be seen in Figure 15 where representative
tracking results for five test sequences are shown. The results
for the standard PETS 2001 sequences (a) are encouraging,
although the loss of object identity in severe occlusions is
noted. The ADVISOR sequence (c)—containing poor qual-
ity underground station footage—can be compared to the
results obtained by Siebel and Maybank [11]. The SAFEE se-
quence (d) presents a diﬀerent challenge, with an object in
the near-field of the camera. For this sequence the object lost
identity when it became occluded behind one of the seats,
also, it is possible to see the problem of reflection in the right-
hand image. For this sequence contextual information is re-
quired to keep track of the object. Finally, the traﬃc sequence
(e) applies the tracker to the problem of tracking vehicles in
the mid-to far-field of the camera. In this sequence there are
some false negative detections dueto the similar appearance
of cars and background (in greyscale). A common problem
observed is that when multiple objects enter the scene within
close proximity they can remain merged; to resolve this rela-
tive feature velocities can be analysed to separate the objects.
To separate merged observations into individual objects a
priori models can be applied (e.g., active shape models [11]
for people or textured 3D models for vehicles), although the
computational burden may outweigh any benefits of such a
step.
3.3. Object recognition results
The evaluation of the object categorisation module was di-
vided into two subtasks to reflect the hierarchical method in
which classification is performed: the per-frame bottom-up
coarse-level classification for the main types of objects (peo-
ple, vehicles, aircraft, equipment) and the detailed top-down
vehicle recognition performed by 3D model fitting in a back-
ground process. These are
(i) coarse categorisation: this task decides whether the ob-
ject was correctly classified in its main category or not;
(ii) recognition of the object in the category: when the ob-
ject was correctly classified in its category, the object
recognition task evaluates whether the category type
(vehicle subtype) of the object was correctly assigned
or not.
Table 5 describes the possible categories of the objects in the
evaluated datasets and for each category, the related subcat-
egories are enumerated. The subcategories are necessary in
order to diﬀerentiate objects with similar size or appearance
(e.g., vehicles).
For this evaluation, four sequences were considered. The
first sequence is S21-Camera 7 (2012 frames), this was used
in the motion detection evaluation and contains individuals
walking on the apron and vehicles inmovement such as GPU,
a tanker, a transporter with dollies, and service vehicles. The
remaining evaluation sequences are as follows.
S10-Camera 8
(180 frames) the dataset shows a tanker vehicle and a person
who walks along the apron.
S22-Camera 5
(1305 frames) the scene shows a loader, a transporter, and a
conveyor.






Figure 15: Results of the tracking system running on various datasets. (a) PETS 2001 Dataset 1 Camera 1 frames 875, 988, and 2470; (b)
PETS 2001 Dataset 1 Camera 2 and same frames as the previous row; (c) ADVISOR sequence 38 Camera 1 frames 3, 39, and 55 (see [11]);
(d) SAFEE sequence EADS Camera 3 frames 260, 330, and 630; (e) traﬃc sequence frames 607, 1046, and 1090.
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Table 5: Category of the objects and correspondent subcategories.
Category Subcategories
Aircraft Aircraft
Vehicle GPU tanker, transporter and dollies, car, loader
Person One person, group of people
Equipment Container
Other Other
Table 6: Classification rates for object categorisation and object
subcategorisation.
Categorisation Subcategorisation
Dataset TP FP TP FP
S10-Cam8 73.77 26.23 68.89 31.11
S21-Cam7 97.86 2.14 77.38 22.62
S22-Cam5 91.03 8.97 61.31 38.69
S44-Cam4 60.13 39.87 88.93 11.07
S44-Camera 4
(1578 frames) three people walk in the apron and a GPU ve-
hicle runs in the scene.
The evaluation procedure was performed as follows: for
each sequence, the evaluation was done frame by frame,
checking whether objects present in the scene were properly
classified into the appropriate category or not. At the same
time, the recognition of the object by its subcategory was
checked. When the classification of the object corresponds
with the real type of the object, a true positive is counted.
When the application assign an incorrect class to an object, a
false positive is counted.
Table 6 summarises the categorisation results for each
evaluated sequence, in terms of coarse-level and detailed-
level classification. Table 6 shows that some classification er-
rors occur during the coarse-level classification. These errors
appear especially in sequence 44 and sequence 10. The rea-
son for this is that the bottom-up features used during the
categorisation process are not properly detected, and there-
fore the categorisation process fails. But note the high accu-
racy obtained on the other two evaluated sequences. For the
subtype classification, more errors occur because of the sim-
ilarity of several vehicles and also caused by incorrect model
fitting by the SIMPLEX search algorithm (local minimum
found instead of the global one).
3.4. Object localisation results
For the evaluation of the 3D localisation module an individ-
ual person and vehicle have been considered as follows.
S27-All cameras
The dataset shows individuals walking on well-known trajec-



















Figure 16: 2D trajectory graph for the person object (S27-Camera
2, person 8 (left) and Camera 4, person 13 (right)). The light (red)
lines represent the patching lines and the light (blue) lines represent
the camera field of view.
S27-Cameras 3, 4, 5, 6
The dataset contains a single service vehicle driving on
the apron for which EGNOS positional measurements were
recorded.1
To allow the comparison between the apron grid lines
and the trajectories, we consider the trajectories defined by
the object as paths along the apron. 3D localisation output
data (e.g., Info 3D (X ,Y ,Z = 0)) has been generated for each
of the test cameras installed at the airport’s apron. The co-
ordinate Z is equal to 0 because the objects are constrained
to lie on the known ground plane. For each location along
the individual path the shortest Euclidean distance (in me-
tres) is computed between the point and the associated grid
line. The following performance statistics metrics are applied
to the results [24]: mean, standard deviation, minimum, and
maximum.
For the person class, it can be seen that person (left) tra-
jectory (see Figure 16) is broken due to occlusions. Occlu-
sions lead to loss of 3D data information causing errors on
3D trajectory reconstruction. In Figure 16 the second person
(right) walks along the y = −15 grid line. The accuracy of
the localisation module depends on the distance between the
camera and the object due to the perspective eﬀect and the
uniform quantisation of sensor pixels. Reflections of objects
1 The EGNOS measurements were kindly provided by the ESA project
GAMMA (http://www.m3systems.net/project/gamma/); the EGNOS sys-
tem gives an estimated accuracy of 2-3m for 95% of measurements.
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Table 7: 3D localisation statistical results.
Metric C1-P27 C2-P8 C2-P12 C3-P10 C4-P10 C4-P13 C5-P8 C5-P13 C6-P27 C7-P8 C7-P25 C8-P5
Frames 148 842 501 361 432 416 419 336 431 265 164 87
Mean 0.83 0.31 0.96 0.73 0.48 1.42 0.93 0.18 2.3 0.34 0.23 0.68
STD 0.48 0.2 0.66 0.52 0.55 0.8 0.74 0.13 2.85 0.59 0.36 0.7
Min 0.14 0.02 0 0 0.01 0 0.003 0 0.01 0.001 0 0.001







Figure 17: Vehicle 2D trajectory graph showing (red) the EGNOS
trajectory and (blue) the estimated location on the apron. The scale
is measured in metres and the camera fields of view are shown.
in the ground plane provoke errors on the reconstruction of
3D trajectories.
Table 7 shows the statistical results for the eight cameras;
these results demonstrate that the accuracy of the person lo-
calisation is approximately 1 metre average over all cameras,
this is to be expected due to detection or calibration error.
Due to the general innaccuracy in the far-field of all cameras
these results show that the use of multiple overlapping cam-
eras is justified for this surveillance system to ensure that the
objects are accurately located on the airport apron.
For the evaluation of the vehicle trajectory we only con-
sider a single trajectory estimate made by the “best” camera.
The reasoning for this is that the EGNOS data was captured
over a large area, and several cameras can view this trajectory.
Therefore, at each time step, the size of the tracked object is
measured in the four cameras and the one with the largest
viewable object is chosen to make the trajectory estimate. In
this way we are able to compare the estimated for the entire
EGNOS measurement sequence.
The results, shown in Figure 17, demonstrate that the es-
timated vehicle location is reasonably accurate close to the
camera sensors (at the top of the figure). In the far-field the
estimate diverges from the measured EGNOS signal due to
the perspective eﬀect and the uniform quantisation of the
sensor pixels. The mean distance between the EGNOS sig-
nal and the estimated location was found to be 2.65 metres
+/−0.34. The minimum deviation was found to be 0.58 me-
tres and the maximum was found to be 4.64 metres.
3.5. Data fusion results
The data fusionmodule is qualitatively evaluated for two rep-
resentative test sequences.
S21-All cameras
(9100 frames) the sequence contains individuals walking on
the apron. Vehicles in movement such as a GPU, a tanker, a
catering vehicle, and service vehicles are also present.
S28-All cameras
(1200 frames) a crowded scene containing many objects in-
teracting within close proximity near the aircraft, this se-
quence was acquired on a sunny day.
The data fusion performance is shown in Figure 18 where
estimated objects on the ground plane are shown for the
two test sequences. It is clear to see that by extending the
validation gate to include velocity and category, as well as
the use of measurement confidence in the fusion process,
the extended data fusion module outperforms the standard
(i.e., spatial validation and fusion) data fusion process. Many
more objects estimated by the extended data fusion are con-
tiguous, with less fragmentation and more robust matching
between measurements and existing tracks. It can be seen
that the data fusion process is robust against objects that are
not on the ground plane (e.g., the containers on the loader in
S28). This is achieved by using camera line-of-sight to deter-
mine that the container observations do not agree between
the cameras and hence the estimated object is given a lower
confidence.
The results are encouraging, for many scenarios the ex-
tension of the validation gate provides much greater stability,
especially when objects are interacting in close proximity. It is
noted that the track identity can be lost when the object mo-
tion is not well modelled by the Kalman filter or when tracks
are associated with spurious measurements. The data fusion
module currently has no contextual information about the
3D geometry of the scene; therefore, the camera line-of-sight
cannot be accurately determined. Due to this factor, objects
can have lower than expected confidence in the data fusion
process since some camera measurements cannot be made
due to occlusions. The addition of contextual information
would also allow the tracking of large objects when they are
oﬀ the ground plane (e.g., the containers in S28). For larger
objects epipolar analysis is not practical; therefore, contex-
tual information about the loader vehicle would be required
to position the container objects correctly.
4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results are encouraging for the components of the scene
tracking module. The motion detection module (specifically,
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(a)
(b1) Spatial fusion (b2) Extended fusion
(b)
(c)
(d1) Spatial fusion (d2) Extended fusion
(d)
Figure 18: Results of the data fusion module showing tracked object locations on the ground plane for two representative datasets. The
track colour is derived from the object ID, limited to eight colours for visualisation. (a) S28-all cameras frames: 0, 500, 750, 1000. (b) Objects
tracked by the data fusion module with (extended fusion) and without (spatial fusion) the extended validation gate and confidence-based
fusion. The aircraft is added for illustrative purposes. (c) S21-All cameras frames: 0, 6000, 7000, 9000. (d) Objects tracked by the data fusion
module with (extended fusion) and without (spatial fusion) the extended validation gate and confidence-based fusion.
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the colour mean and variance algorithm) showed good per-
formance over a range of test sequences. The object track-
ing module was found to detect a high proportion of the
objects in the scene and these objects are tracked over ex-
tended time periods. The object tracking module extended
the KLT tracking algorithm to overcome some of the chal-
lenges associated with crowded scenes analysis. However, un-
der severe partial occlusions we have found that the tracks
become fragmented and lose the track ID. This observation
motivates the need for the later scene coherencymaintenance
module (see Figure 2) that analyses and repairs spatiotempo-
ral discontinuity or fragmentation of the tracked objects. The
track localisation methodology, although simple in concept,
was shown to be accurate for vehicles and people, although
naturally the accuracy reduces further from camera sensor.
The data fusion result is promising and improves the track-
ing result in the crowded scene, although further analysis is
required to quantify the accuracy of this module.
Future work will look into using perspective projec-
tion motion segmentation in the per camera object track-
ing module. In the recognition module we will investigate
constraints to improve the eﬃciency and also apply robust
region-based descriptors for the bottom-up method to allow
categorisation under partial occlusion. In addition, future
work will address the classification of articulated vehicles.
In the data-fusion module a particle filter based approach
will be evaluated to improve performance in the presence of
noise.
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